Abstract. We study the commumcation complexity of asynchronous distributed algorithms. Such algorithms can generate excesswely many messages in the worst case. Nevertheless, we show that, under certain probabilistic assumptions, the expected number of messages generated per time unit N bounded by a polynomial function of the number of processors under a very general model of distributed computation. Furthermore, for constant-degree processor graphs, the expected number of generated messages IS only O(nT), where n is the number of processors and T IS the running time. We conclude that (under our model) any asynchronous algorithm with good time complexity will also have good communication complewty, on the average.
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Since any such arrival triggers a message transmission by j, the rate of increase of m,~(t) is Z,+ , m,,(t).
On the other hand, an arrival of a message traveling along the link (~, j)"'overtakes (on the average) half of the other &essages transit across that link. Thus,~[
and eq. (3.1) becomes ;M(t) < nfl'l(t) -&w~(t). For the purposes of the lemma, we only need to consider a fixed pair of processors i and j. We may thus simplify notation and use M and S instead of M,l and S1,, respectively.
Let 8 be defined as follows:
(1 with the conditional cumulative distribution of~~being G("1 q~-t~). In the analysis to follow, we assume that N~>2: the trivial cases N~= O and N~= 1 will be considered at the end. At time qti, message Pk has been in the air for Sk':fq8 -t~time units; notice that Sk s 8. Let R~denote the random variable D~-Sk; that is, RL is the residual time (after q8 ) for which message P~will remain in the air. As argued above, conditioned on~the random variables R,, . . ., RN are independent; moreover, the conditional cumulative distribution function"of R~is given by
Let~(r) = (dF/dr)(r) and lz~(r) = ( dH~/dr)(r); both derivatives are guaranteed to exist in the interval (O, Co] We bound Pr[T z A ,n] using the Chernoff bound, and we bound Pr[C(~,n)~~,~z~z~~l Usiw Theorem 2.4 and the Markov inequalhy.
